Research on new techniques of perforated silencers has been addressed; however, the research work in shape optimization for a volume-constrained silencer requested upon the demands of operation and maintenance inside a constrained machine room is rare. Therefore, the main purpose of this paper is not only to analyze the sound transmission loss of a one-chamber perforated muffler but also to optimize the best design shape under space-constrained conditions. In this paper, both the generalized decoupling technique and plane wave theory are used. The four-pole system matrix used to evaluate acoustic performance is also deduced in conjunction with a genetic algorithm (GA); moreover, numerical cases of sound elimination with respect to pure tones (150, 550, 950 Hz) are fully discussed. Before GA operation can be carried out, the accuracy of the mathematical model has to be checked using Crocker's experimental data. The results reveal that the maximum value of sound transmission loss (STL) can be optimally and precisely achieved at the desired frequencies.
Introduction
High noise levels can be injurious to people and lead not only to psychological but also to physiological ailment [1] ; therefore, the demand for low-noise levels of various products has become vital [2] . Moreover, the demand for a more compact muffler design as a prerequisite inside a space-limited working area is prevalent. Hence, there is a growing need to optimize the STL of mufflers under a space constrained condition.
To overcome the exhaust noise emitted from a venting system, the assessment of new perforated-element mufflers was started by Sullivan and Crocker in 1978 [3] . Based on the coupled equations derived by Sullivan and Crocker in 1978 [3] , a series of theories and numerical techniques in decoupling the acoustical problems have been proposed [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] ; however, the restrictions of non-flow and problems' unstable solution still existed; fortunately, Munjal [9] and Peat [10] promulgate the generalized decoupling and numerical decoupling methods in 1987 and 1988, which can overcome the drawbacks in the previous studies. Yet, the need to investigate the optimal muffler design within a constrained space was rarely tackled. In previous works [11, 12, 13, 14] , the studies of optimal shape design in improving the performance of STL for various non-perforated mufflers were discussed. In order to efficiently improve the performance of the noise control device, a new one-chamber perforated muffler design that was arrived at by using the novel scheme of a genetic algorithm (GA) [15] is thus presented. In this paper, the numerical decoupling methods in conjunction with the GA method to optimize the STL by adjusting the perforated muffler's shape within a constrained space are used.
System Model
In this paper, an air compressor confined within a RC (reinforced concrete) room is shown in Figure 1 . The pure tone noises in the equipment are remarkable. To efficiently depress the tone noise with a lower pressure drop, a straight-type of a one-chamber perforated muffler is considered. To fully demonstrate the good acoustical performance and design flexibility of the silencers, a series of targeted pure tones (150, 550, 950 Hz) for noise elimination have been individually chosen and minimized in the following numerical assessments.
Figure 1
A constrained air compressor within the RC building. As shown in Figure 1 , the available space for a muffler is 0.3 m in width, 0.3 m in height and 1.3 m in length. In addition, the given volume flow rate from the venting system is specified as 0.3 m 3 /s. The outline of a one-chamber perforated muffler selected as the noise-reduction device is shown in Figure 2 . In this muffler system, two kinds of muffler components, including a straight duct and a perforated resonator, are recognized and depicted in Figure 3 . As indicated in Figure 3 , the muffler system comprised of three elements and symbolized as I, II, III, is represented by four nodes in the acoustical field. Their transfer matrices are described as follows: [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14] Materials Science Forum Vol. 594 369
The total transfer matrix assembled by multiplication is expressed as 
The sound transmission loss (STL) of a muffler is defined as [16]   
Model Check
Before performing the GA optimal simulation on mufflers, an accuracy check of the mathematical model on a single-chamber perforated muffler shown in Figure 4 was performed using experimental data from Sullivan et al. [3] . As revealed in Figure 4 , the accuracy comparison between the theoretical and the experiment data for the single-chamber perforated muffler model is in agreement. [Experimental data is from Sullivan and Crocker [3] ].
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Thus, the proposed fundamental mathematical model is valid under the theoretical cutoff frequency of c f which is given by
Hz (6) where D and M refer to the maximum diameter and Mach number of muffler, respectively.
Consequently, the developed model of one-chamber perforated mufflers linked with the numerical method is applied for the shape optimization in the following section.
Genetic Algorithm
The concept of genetic algorithms, first formalized by Holland [17] and then extended to functional optimization by D. Jong [18] , involves the use of optimization search strategies patterned after the Darwinian notion of natural selection and evolution. During a GA optimization, one set of trial solutions was chosen and "evolved" toward an optimal solution. For the optimization of the objective function (OBJ), the design parameters of (X 1 , X 2 ,…,X k ) were determined. As the bit_n (the bit length of the chromosome) was first chosen, the interval of the design parameter (X k ) with [Lb,Ub] k was thereafter mapped to the band of binary value. was then established. The encoding from x to B2D (binary to decimal) can be performed as
The initial population was built up by randomization. In addition, the parameter set was encoded to form a string which represented the chromosome. By evaluation of the objective function (OBJ), the whole set chromosome of [B2D 1 , B2D 2 , …., B2D k ] that changed from binary form to decimal form was then assigned a fitness by decoding the transformation system.
fitness=OBJ(X 1 , X 2 , …, X k ) (8a) Where X k =B2D k *(Ub k -Lb k )/(2 bit_n -1)+Lb k (8b) As indicated in Figure 5 , to process the elitism of the gene, the tournament selection, a random comparison of the relative fitness from pairs of chromosome, was adopted. During the GA optimization, one pair of offspring was generated first from the selected parent by the uniform crossover with a probability of pc. The applied mechanism of the uniform crossover is depicted in Figure 6 . As indicated in Figure 6 , by using the masked genes randomly generated, the gene information between parents will be internally exchanged if the mapping gene is 1. Figure 6 A scheme of the uniform crossover.
Genetically, mutation occurred with a probability of pm where the new and unexpected point was brought into the GA optimizer's search domain. A typical scheme of the mutation is depicted in Figure 7 . As revealed in Figure 7 , by using the masked genes randomly generated, the mapped gene will be converted from 1 to 0, or from 0 to 1 if the mapping gene is 1.
Figure 7 Scheme of mutation
To prevent the best gene from disappearing and to improve the accuracy of optimization during reproduction, the elitism scheme of keeping the best gene (one pair) in the parent generation with the tournament strategy in genes pool was thus presented and developed. Figure 8 The operations in GA method. The process was terminated when a number of generations exceeded a pre-selected value of gen_no. The operations in GA method are pictured in Figure 8 . In addition, the block diagram of the GA optimization on mufflers is depicted in Figure 9 . Figure 9 The block diagram of GA optimization on mufflers.
To simplify the optimization, the flow rate (Q=0.3 (m 3 /s)) and thickness of the perforated tube (t= 0.0015(m)) are preset in advance; in addition, assuming that the muffler is in symmetry (ie. L A =L B ; L 1 =L 2 ), the objective function (OBJ) in Eq. (5) is then reduced as
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where Lz=L A +L B +L C ;L A =L B = (Lz -L C )/2;L 1 =L 2 = (Lo -Lz)/2 (9b) An assumption of the design ranges with respect to five variables is listed below. (Lb,Ub) 1 =(0.03, 0.1); (Lb,Ub) 2 =(0.00175, 0.007); (Lb,Ub) 3 =(0.075,0.145); (Lb,Ub) 4 =(0.05,0.95); (Lb,Ub) 5 =(1.0,1.2); Q=0.3 m 3 /s; f=250 Hz;t= 0.0015(m);Do=0.3(m) (10)
Results and Discussion
To achieve a better approach in GA, fifteen trial cases with different values of the GA's control parameters (popuSize, gen_no, bit_n, pc, pm and elt ) were thus varied and discussed. In case of noise minimization at 150 Hz, the resulting STL values with respect to these cases were summarized in Table 1 . To recheck the convergence of the solution, the history profile of the OBJ data with respect to the generation (gen_no) of 200 was plotted in Figure 10 . As indicated in Figure 10 , the solution become stable when the generation (gen_no) is greater than 110. By using the better GA's control parameters set of (80, 200, 20, 0.7, 0.06) in conjunction with targeted frequencies of (550 and 950 Hz), the corresponding optimal design data are obtained in Table 2 . Figure 10 The STL with respect to generation at gen_no=200 ( popuSize=80; bit_n=20; pc=0.7; pm=0.06; elt=1; f=450hZ). Consequently, by using these data, the related acoustical performances of nine cases with respect to frequencies are thus plotted in Figures 11~13 . These profiles reveal that the optimized STLs are precisely located at the targeted frequencies. 
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Conclusions
The present paper showed that the perforated muffler can be precisely optimized at a targeted frequency along with the GA method by adjusting the muffler shape within a constrained space. Since there was no initial design data to start with, the use of GA was easier than that of the classical optimization approach. The case studies showed that each of the population-size (popuSize), length of chromosome (bit_n), number of generation (gen_no), crossover (pc), mutation (pm) and elitism (elt) played essential roles in GA optimization. Furthermore, the optimal values of STL arrived at the target frequencies reveal that GA optimization in the one-chamber perforated mufflers was applicable. Finally, the use of GA optimization in the one-chamber perforated mufflers' shape design is easier and efficient compared to the trial calculations or redundant tests conducted in the laboratory.
